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of the Movements of the American Mosaic series, it complements volumes on the Latino and Indian rights movements.
Besides the 120 encyclopedic entries, there is a section of
primary documents, including the text of the Civil Rights Act
(1964) and letters and addresses from the period, as well as
a well-crafted index, some illustrations, and a bibliography
after each entry.
Another reference book, Historical Dictionary of the Civil
Rights Movement (Rowman & Littlefield, 2014), edited by
Christopher M. Richardson and Ralph E. Luker, was published last year and may be more useful for a broader range
of college level research. While having nearly the same
number of pages, Richardson and Luker provide roughly
five hundred entries, over four times the number in the work
under review. Librarians would need to decide whether they
prefer a smaller number of entries explored in some depth
or a much larger number of topics with more concise write
ups. Another factor to consider is that Levy took a mostly
biographical approach with some ancillary entries on places,
events, and organizations. The other work is more even regarding type of subject matter covered. Based on the small
number of entries, Levy’s book has notable omissions. For
instance, Marian Anderson is excluded and despite the
ubiquitous threat from the Ku Klux Klan during key parts
of the Civil Rights Era, there is no entry for the organization. Other features that would have furthered the work are
a chronology and a more extensive introduction. With such
a brief introduction, the reader would have to have some
familiarity with the topic before using this volume. While
Levy’s work is relatively solid, the selector will need to decide
whether this book is the right fit for their collection based
upon existing needs as well as other books available in the
marketplace.—Brent D. Singleton, Coordinator for Reference
Services, California State University, San Bernardino
Contemporary Immigration in America: A State-by-State
Encyclopedia. Edited by Kathleen R. Arnold. Santa Barbara, Calif: Greenwood, 2015. 2 vols. Acid free $189 (ISBN:
978-0-313-39917-6). E-book available (978-0-313-399183), call for pricing.
Contemporary Immigration in America distinguishes itself
through its organization by state and its focus on the postwar period. The introduction explains the significance of
both of these choices. The case for organizing by state is
most compelling, particularly as states have taken on more
authority in the arena of immigration policy beginning in
the 1990’s. Further, it is not difficult to imagine diverse
scenarios that would benefit from immigration information
for a particular state or states. Limiting the historical period
allowed the editor to compile a concise two volume set with
short chapters averaging roughly twenty pages. Some authors
were more successful than others in keeping within the historical parameters.
Each chapter is separated into four sections: chronology,
historical overview, topical essays, and bibliography. The
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chronologies and historical overviews are particularly useful
and cover the entire state history. Topical essays vary in treatment from author to author, making it difficult to create connections from state to state. Bibliographies were also uneven,
ranging from concise and helpful to unwieldy and less than
authoritative. The index is particularly useful for researchers
interested in where different immigrant groups have settled.
The index in James Ciment and John Radzilowski’s American Immigration: An Encyclopedia of Political, Social and Cultural Change (Sharpe Reference, 2013) also makes researching
immigration by state possible by using the index. It takes
a bit more effort but the results pay off. While this isn’t a
replacement for Contemporary Immigration in America, if an
institution has a limited budget American Immigration has a
more comprehensive approach to the topic and the entries
are of consistently high quality. It’s interesting that Michael
C. LeMay’s Transforming America: Perspectives on U.S. Immigration (ABC-CLIO, 2013), which examines immigration
through a historical lens does provide limited geographical
treatment of immigration in America. However, geography
falls off in volume 3, which covers the period of 1945–
present. These two ABC-CLIO publications complement
each other, perhaps by design.
Contemporary Immigration in America makes easy work of
quickly coming up to speed on immigration at the state level.
It is appropriate for public, high school and undergraduate
libraries as a complement to a more comprehensive reference work regarding US immigration.—Anne C. Deutsch,
Reference and instruction Librarian, State University of New
York at New Paltz
The Crusades to the Holy Land: The Essential Reference
Guide. Edited by Alan V. Murray. Santa Barbara, CA:
ABC-CLIO, 2015. 330 pages. Acid free $89 (ISBN: 978-161069-779-8). E-book available (978-1-61069-780-4), call
for pricing.
Murray has pulled together an accessible and informative
reference guide to the crusades from the Council of Clermont
in 1095 until the final surrender of Christian-held territories
in Palestine and Syria at the end of the thirteenth century.
Essays range from one column to six pages in this
textbook-sized, single volume. They cover topics including
the various crusades, sources from the various ethnic and
national groups involved in the crusades, important people,
tribes, places, and discussions of subjects such as “Castles”
and “Preaching and Sermons.” Essays include suggestions
for further reading.
The work includes both Christian and Muslim subjects,
and it maintains an objective voice throughout, but the focus
gravitates toward the European history of the crusades. Because of its fairness and accessibility, it would work well in a
collection limited to one reference volume specifically about
the crusades, and would be preferable in this role to a work
such as Carole Hillebrand’s Crusades: Islamic Perspectives
(Edinburgh University Press, 1999). However, Hillebrand’s
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